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THE JOURNAL OF PHILOSOPHY 

PSYCHOLOGY AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS 

CONFORMITY, CONSISTENCY, AND TRUTH: 
A SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY 

W THAT constitutes truth for some years has been a question, if 
not even the question, of the hour, at least among the philoso- 

phers. Traditional criteria having from various reasons become 
discredited, there has been need of the closest and hardest kind of 
thinking on this important point, and with the rise of the need, as 
always when a need comes from the passing of long-accepted 
restraints, there has been a good deal of recklessness and extrava- 
gance. Old restraints apparently out of the way, truth has come to 
be what any one pleases, and in these days the thing that pleases 
is the thing that "goes" or "works." At least so much has evolu- 
tion done for the enjoyments of life, making movement, rather than 
condition, doing something or producing something, rather than just 
having or being or feeling something, at once the primary and the 
ideal source of pleasure now or even hereafter. Indeed, only to come 
back to my starting-point, it is evolution that besides changing the 
tests of pleasure has also made necessary a change in the tests of 
truth. 

What, then, thanks to the new systems of values imposed by evo- 
lution, really constitutes truth ? What is it, in other words, to "gop' 
or "work"? How far in "going " or " working " can we discover, 
not loose and dangerous tests, but tests that will secure both respon- 
sible and vital thinking and knowing? Such is the problem; and 
with regard to the present study being a sociological study, as indi- 
cated in the title, I will say only, what in my opinion is quite obvious, 
that the nature of truth, if a philosophical issue, is also a sociological 
issue, and I am now concerned with a certain point, a simple point, 
too, although to my mind of much interest and importance, in which 
the problem of truth has a sociological bearing. Let me hope that 
the elusive term, sociological, is here used within reasonable and 
recognizable bounds. 

Now, before considering the newer tests of truth, what have long 
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been the accepted tests? Were I to put this question directly to 
every one reading this article and to get answers from all, I think the 
answers would come almost, if not quite, without exception, not neces- 
sarily in these words, but with this substance: Coqnformity to an 
external reality, to things, so to speak, out there, and complete con- 
sistency with self; or, more concisely, external conformity and 
internai consistency. Also, as I suspect, many of those who answered 
would even be disposed to ridicule any other tests. Even in these 
days of evolution they would conservatively still insist that, although 
for actual experience at any stage or time, that is, for any experi- 
ence that must be partial and relative, conformity and consistency 
are no longer to be thought of as ever actually attainable, neverthe- 
less they must remain the tests of final and absolute experience and 
so, however unattainable, ought to be kept and vigorously maintained 
as ideals. Perhaps; only it is well to reflect at once that such ideals, 
the ideals of unearthly perfection, show merely a formal appreciation 
of evolution and, whatever their showing, they are discouraging to 
the point of a stultifying pessimism. The journey of evolution, not 
just the hopelessly far goal, the movement and action, not just some 
imaginary place or condition at the end, the daily progress and 
achievement, not just the last act, must have primary and essential 
worth and significance. Yet, in virtual if not in intended opposition 
to such a view, there are still many who insist on the medieval tests, 
external conformity and internal consistency, which, or at least which 
alone and not greatly qualified, being abstractly ideal, I submit, 
never carried a traveller any recognizable distance or never, what- 
ever value they may have for routine, characterized any real action. 

Perfectionism and its false or only formal evolution aside, let me 
try (1) to show very briefly what external conformity and internal 
consistency as tests of truth really demand in practise, (2) to explain, 
so far as I can, how such tests ever got their wide vogue and author- 
ity, and (3) taking up the newer tests of "going" or "working," to 
appraise these as tests, indicating what may be their relation to con- 
formity and consistency and what, if any, use the new may make of 
the old. When I have done so much, I shall be ready, finally, to sug- 
gest, at least in a brief and preliminary statement, what to me is a 
very interesting application to society and its part in true experience. 

1. As to the actual use of the traditional tests of conformity and 
consistency I suggest the following: One's idea of a tree can be true, 
first, only if it be the copy of a tree; thus, in the case of any indi- 
vidual tree, only if it have what I will call a photographic correspon- 
dence to some tree "out there," say in my neighbor's orchard, or, in 
the case of the class or genus, only if, as a conception, it reproduce in 
the mind at once all the things and the constitutive unity of all the 
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things which all trees are; and, secondly, if, besides being a copy of a 
tree, it be also quite at one with itself and not incongruous with the 
copies of other things already present or presentable to the mind; in 
other words, again in case of the individual, only if it possess stability 
or what we sometimes know as self-identity, an internal orderliness 
of its parts, and individual self-consistency, and, in case of the genus, 
only if, as a conception, it involves nothing that, as to what trees 
themselves are, is internally inconsistent or that by conflicting with 
conceptions of other things, other natural objects, such as stones or 
clouds or stars, will make the general content of the mind internally 
inconsistent. 

So runs the long prevalent notion of a true idea and, by obvious 
implication, of truth in general. Further explanation of it or illus- 
tration is, I think, not called for. It plainly accords with a type of 
mind, a standpoint in life and thought, that is well enough known to 
be recognized and appreciated, and its strict obedience to the tests 
of conformity and consistency is apparent, although my unreservedly 
bold statement of it must make also apparent certain inherent diffi- 
culties attaching to those tests. 

2. But, secondly, how came such a notion of truth to get its 
vogue? This-how bromidic to say so-is matter of history. There 
was a time when the problem of truth did not worry mankind at all 
and when men on whatever tests just took their ideas as true without 
taking any thought at all or having any knowledge as to what their 
tests were. Then, again, there was a time when a different notion of 
truth from that just outlined prevailed and was recognized and con- 
sciously avowed. Still, not to do more than just to mention these 
conditions in a past more or less remote, the time came, as Chris- 
tendom now knows so well, when dualism became the dominant "ism" 
at least of occidental life and thought. I say nothing of life and 
thought in the orient. Dualism, which is of course in most minds 
almost synonymous with medievalism, but which, although possibly 
synonymous to a certain extent, is probably better thought of as an 
effect rather than as a cause or condition of medievalism, being-as 
hereafter to be pointed out-an outcome of ecclesiastical assertiveness 
and isolation, made man live with reference to what was at once out- 
side and alien. Being himself of two separate and exclusive parts 
and natures, he was put in this situation: his physical nature had to 
adapt itself to an external spiritual life, and his spiritual nature, 
returning the courtesy, had to adapt itself to an external physical 
life. To waive other special cases of such adaptation, in his knowl- 
edge man had to know an external physical world and also a not 
less external spiritual world. What, then, under such conditions 
naturally would constitute true knowledge? Dualism had no choice 
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but to make external conformity and internal consistency the tests, 
sometimes putting emphasis mainly if not exclusively on consistency, 
as in idealistic rationalism and deduction, sometimes on conformity, 
as in empiricism and induction, and sometimes declaring equally for 
both, as in Kantianism, where consisteney applied to the form and 
conformity to the matter or content of knowledge. That Kant found 
neither consistent knowledge nor objectively true or conforming 
knowledge1 ever possible in positive or actual experience does not 
affect the present point at all. We have simply to understand that so 
long as the medieval dualism is retained, however refined and purified 
it may be, true knowledge must be a matter of conformity, consis- 
tency, or both. To have shown the humanly unattainable character 
of such truth may have created a demand for other tests or at least 
have raised doubts about the accepted tests; it may have amounted, 
as in the opinions that some have of Kant's philosophy, to a very 
nice reductio ad absurdum; but, once more, hold to the tradition of 
medieval dualism and you are bound to the tradition of conformity 
and consistency. Given two distinctly separate and different things; 
then each must be in itself identical and consistent and the two with 
respect to any possible relation between them must, if positively 
related, literally conform, and, if negatively, absolutely non-conform. 
Dualism, honest with itself, can allow no middle course. True, the 
two tests, external conformity and internal consistency, when both 
insisted upon at the same time, may necessarily interfere with each 
other, and knowledog;e, accordingly, each test in some measure com- 
promising the other, may be made "phenomenal," as Kant, in fact, 
found it, but this is merely a luminating exposure of dualism which 
from the very nature of the case ought to be expected to impose con- 
flicting tests. Is it not quite conclusive that, if two things are 
dualistically different and exclusive, neither can really assume any 
positive relation to the other by conforming thereto without com- 
promising its own identity or consistency, and neither can assert 
itself as identical and consistent without making conformity to the 
other in just so far impossible? 

But here an important qualification must be added. In the 
middle ages the authority of the church was such that, if I may so 
express the case, the absurdities or impossibilities of dualism were 
suppressed and nicely concealed. Under the artificial conditions- 
artificial at least to later discovery and retrospection-which the 
assertiveness of the church and all that this implied created, there 
appeared no conflict or no serious discrepancy between the two tests, 
consistency and conformity. True, non-conforming facts of very 
brutal sort were present and by no means unnoticed; the world, the 

1 In the sense of knowledge as reproducing something really "out there." 
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flesh, and the devil were at least not inactive; but it was assumed, 
as for assertion's sake and authority's sake it had to be assumed, that 
what did not conform did not really exist and in good time under 
proper treatment would disappear. Of course, with the usual pleas- 
antry of human events, the confident and assertive church fought 
that non-conforming trinity, not merely with its own dogmatic trini- 
tarian theology and the various rites and exorcisms thereof, but also 
with weapons for which, although they were either formally sanctified 
or carefully disguised, history-the retrospective view again-has 
had no better names than these three, the world, the flesh, and the 
devil. A non-conforming might made right as well as wrong in 
those days. That, however, although hardly impertinent here and 
although of considerable interest hereafter, is not exactly the story 
which I am just now telling. Under the artificial conditions-this 
is what I would say-the old tests held and they were found inade- 
quate or rather, as final and immediate tests, not really applicable 
until a hopelessly distant end of things, only at such time as the con- 
ditions came to be seen and appreciated as artificial. The coming 
millennium, near enough in the consciousness of the middle ages to 
be felt as real, to be, as it were, a factor in the people's "specious 
present," 2 was certainly a solvent for many difficulties. 

On medieval dualism, then, lies the responsibility for consistency 
and conformity as tests of truth. But medieval dualism-may I not 
now appear too presumptuous or over-confident-has passed or, with 
more accuracy, has lost its prestige. The dualistic way of explaining 
certain facts is no longer the commonly accredited way. The differ- 
ence between mind and matter, subject and object, spiritual life and 
natural life, is now a difference that means, not the existence of two 
separate and naturally exclusive worlds or orders or substances, but 
the wealth, the inexhaustible life, the rich potentiality, even the crea- 
tive activity of one. I can not here enter into a discussion of all that 
this means. Some light, however, must be thrown upon it. Refer- 
ence was just made to creative activity. So long as men held, 
whether openly and literally or only virtually, to the notion of a 
special creation-a dualistic notion, of course, and not without its 
own difficulties-the natural or physical world, the created world, 
had and could have only a somewhat narrow uniformity, its structure 
and movement being under the constraints of some definite plan or pro- 
gramme, but the natural world nowadays is not viewed, in the 
orthodox sense, creationalistically. The world-process, instead of any 
longer being the working out of a narrow programme specially con- 

2By the people's "specious present" I mean so much of time, that is, so 
much of the past and so much of the future, as the content or matter of their 
life, as determined by knowledge and belief, seemed to them to fill. 
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ceived as to its form, and specially timed and located, is the working 
out of a free principle, which is so free that it is capable of expres- 
sion in any number of programmes and which, although always im- 
plying unity, differs from any single plan or programme or-let me 
say-from uniformity as infinity from finiteness. Our modern world, 
in short, has unity, not uniformity, and so, only showing how certain 
tables have been turned, instead of being itself a product or result of 
creation, it is in its own life, thanks to the freedom and bigness of the 
unity, constantly creative. Its own life is creative at least in the 
sense, certainly a genuine sense, of the unity of it being superior and 
constantly showing its superiority to any manifested uniformity. 
Indeed the superiority is so great that, not only is the actual world 
spatially or temporally far from exhausting the content or the mean- 
ing of the unity, but also no limits can ever be set to possibility- 
provided only that anything ever becoming actual accord, I do not 
say with any now known or even any now conceivable plan, but with 
some then discoverable plan.3 Evolution, as it is at last coming to 
be appraised, has thus given us a real universe, not merely a uniform 
one. With uniformity went, as suggested already, special creation 
and the medieval dualism; with unity, the free unity of a real uni- 
verse, goes an always creative life and, with regard to the fate of 
dualism under the newer view, this, even like the creation, has not 
really been lost, but on the contrary has been wonderfully magnified 
or aggrandized, having become-can I count on being understood?- 
a living principle of duality, a function, instead of remaining in its 
quondam character of a single dual structure. Evolution has made 
creation general, and natural as general, and dualism functional, 
compounding both, one might almost say, to infinity, so that those 
who have seen in evolution only anti-creationalism and only anti- 
dualism have certainly been seriously misled by some one, perhaps, as 
is not unthinkable, by the evolutionists themselves. As to the old- 
time creationalism and its passing, has a real creature ever failed, 
not merely to supplant, but also to honor by splendidly outdoing its 
maker? And another question: As to the medieval dualism, setting 
the universe as it did to a given structure, must not any structure 
imply action, and implying action, must it not with the action be 
freed as a principle or function instead of remaining a set condition? 

But what of the tests of truth? With the medieval structural 
dualism losing caste, with creation turned general and natural, with 
a free unity, having for content, in addition to all defined actuality, 
an undefined potentiality, taking the place of a narrow uniformity, 

I The importance of possibility or potentiality to the unity or wholeness of 
the universe is the burden of an article, "The Passing of the Supernatural," 
this JOURNAL, Vol. VII., page 533. 
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for which there could be no possibility save that of unnatural miracle, 
I say with all these changes, external conformity and internal con- 
sistency could hardly be expected to retain their unqualified hold on 
the minds of men. They might still be kept as helps or instruments, 
that is, as having mediative value, but as final tests, as immediate and 
conclusive, they must give way to something else. And to what? 

3. With this question, thirdly, we return to "going " or "work- 
ing " as determining what is true; for the pragmatic test is that, not 
which has merely taken the place of the others, but, as I would now 
put the case, which has come as a result of the others or in fulfilment 
of them. In my opinion the historical antecedents of pragmatism in 
any of its aspects, but particularly in its doctrine as to what con- 
stitutes truth, have had far too little attention. History is always 
stich an interpreter and it is so sure to correct the extravagance to 
which those who are ignorant of it or unmindful of it are very prone. 
But how can we best put the history by which the tests of consistency 
and conformity have become the test of "working" ? In general the 
historical change from medievalism to modernism has been this: The 
assumed institutes of the earlier time have become the recognized 
instruments of the later and, as the institutes have thus become in- 
struments, life itself has changed from having relation to a complex 
of supposedly commensurable factors to having relation to factors of 
which commensurability is not a necessary condition. By commen- 
surable factors are meant persons as well as things which may be 
judged or measured according to some given standard, and which 
being so judged may also be acted upon uniformly. But, now that 
I have so concisely outlined the historical change, there is need of 
some illustration. Thus, as to the first point, the institutes of 
monarchy have become the instruments of democracy; the dogmas 
of a religion of authority are now only the symbols or cults of a 
religion of belief; the ancient classics from being the learning of the 
time are now little if anything more than so much educational dis- 
cipline often even to the point of merely having given methods of 
study and instruction to modern subjects; cates, guilds, and the like 
are only classes in a social life the labor of which is quite consciously 
divided; one-time metaphysical doctrines of reality, wholly freed 
from their original setting, from their very special application, as, 
for a notable example, in the case of dualism or creationalistic causa- 
tion, are now hypothetical standpoints or methods in the investiga- 
tions of an empirical science; and, not to overwhelm any one with 
evidence, even the earth is no longer an institute, but is instead the 
mere instrument of the sun or-more accurately-is but one detail 
in an unbounded system whose law is of far more significance than 
any center. But now, besides so much evidence or illustration, there 
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is that which has central interest for the present study. External 
conformity and internal consistency as tests of truth are no longer 
institutes, but instruments; no longer ends, but means; or, as was even 
suggested above, no longer of immediate, but only of mediate value. 
And observe that this is to say that, although so changed, the old 
tests are still with us. Also, although tests originating in artificial 
conditions, they should suffer no opprobrium of artificiality, for the 
simple reason that the conditions themselves are taken only as instru- 
mental to what is real. There is, of course, a sense in which an 
instrument must be artificial. 

In addition to the growth of institutes into instruments there 
was mentioned also the change from commensurability to incommen- 
surability. The two changes, I am sure, belong most intimately 
together, although I may have difficulty in showing just why. Still 
the difficulty can hardly be insurmountable. Any institute may cer- 
tainly be spoken of as a measure. Also as an institute it depends on 
an assumption that life is concerned or at least is properly concerned 
with nothing which can not be, so to speak, evenly measured by it. 
To be "evenly measured" is to have nothing left over, nothing-or 
at least nothing of any significance or importance-unaccounted for; 
to be classifiable without hesitation or equivocation; to accord exactly 
with the specific standard under which the accounting is made. But 
if the institute, as institute, thus implies even measurements, let it 
become instrument and the implication changes and must change 
materially, for plainly life will have become larger and deeper than 
its old measure. As to this, in the first place, institutionalism plainly 
defines life spatially and temporally and actively or occupationally; 
for instrumentalism life is undefined or infinite, since the very idea 
of an instrument, tool, or method calls for an unlimited field of use or 
application., The field is as truly without limit as straightness, 
measured-let us say-by the inch, can always be, however long, one 
inch longer. Given any instrument or method, any tool or symbol, 
any measure or any standard, there is always possible one more use 
for it. But, in the second place, under instrumentalism, not only 
can no limit be set to the possible applications of the instrument, but 
also, only showing how truly the recognized field of life has widened 
and deepened, besides such immeasurability or infinity there is incom- 
mensurability to be accounted for and, as I think will be seen at once, 
nothing could punctuate the widening of the field, the change from 
finiteness to infinity, more than this, nor could anything more con- 
clusively show the loss of immediacy or finality of value for the 
given measure or instrument. What incommensurability is in mathe- 
matics is common knowledge, but in the more general sense of meas- 
ures adopted here I may not be understood. So let me add a few 
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more general remarks and then offer the most pertinent illustration. 
In general, an institute become instrument must imply real action, 

not routine. Real action must be in an unbounded or infinite field, 
for a finite field would show the institute and its routine still imme- 
diate instead of mediate in value. An infinite field, however, must 
imply, not a merely negative immeasurability, but a positive immeas- 
urability, that is, incommensurability.4 Incommensurability, involv- 
ing at least two measures instead of one, is only a sort of short- 
eircuiting of infinity; it is a direct expression of what infinity as an 
impossible limit is an indirection for; it is, not the form, but the 
reality of infinity. To put the case geometrically, infinite length 
formally may never look like anything but length long drawn out, 
persistently measured, and eternally measurable, inch by inch or 
mile by mile, but in real meaning it carries thought across the bridge 
from length as just length to length as ratio, and so in real meaning 
it is in a two-dimensional field and only formally in a one-dimensional 
field.5 Duality or in general multiplicity of dimensions is, geomet- 
rically, the very essence of incommensurability. But with proper 
apologies for my layman's geometry, let us turn to the promised 
pertinent illustration. There was once that reigning institution, the 
medieval church, that, as the years passed, became-witness Protest- 
antism-an instrument. With this transformation real present 
action took the place of routine or supposed routine and the field of 
action became infinite-witness the art and the science, the explora- 
tion and the discovery, the substitution, in every department of life 
and thought, of free principle for set and Heaven-sent programme 
or form-while the field of the routine had been finite. With the real 
action, however, there early rose another institution, the state, and 
life had in church and state two measures, or two dimensions, instead 
of one, and medievalism came thus to its dualism. In reality, too, 
the field of action-it was real action-was made infinite and incom- 
mensurable then and there, but, as must now be said, outwardly life 
was long in discovering or squarely facing the incommensurability. 
Church and state, as dualistically different, as incommensurable as 
two institutes could be, for many years remained outwardly rivals 
for each other's prerogatives, as if each could be itself consistently 
and yet also assume the form of the other, but the growing instru- 
mentalism and the increasing freedom of real action and the constant 
opening of the field finally brought-only I do not dare to say just 

4The incommensurability or-the same thing-the duality of infinity I have 
considered, not with any claim to originality, but still in my own way, at con- 
siderable length in an article, "Dualism, Parallelism and Infinitism," recently 
published in Mind (Vol. XX., N. S., No. 78). 

6 Or, more generally put, in an n + 1-dimensional field instead of an n- 
dimensional field. 
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when-what the historians are pleased to call their "separation." 
The action found itself, as so clearly it knows itself to-day, in a 
really, not formally, infinite field; it found itself, where real action, 
so different from routine, must always be, in a field of incommen- 
surable elements. So long as the rivalry of the institutions persisted 
-thus only expressing and perpetuating the medieval dualism-the 
field of action was apparently infinite only formally, that is, only 
with reference to the possible application of the old institute become 
instrument, and worth in general, as well as truth, continued to be 
tested traditionally by consistency and conformity, although the tests 
appeared ever more and more inadequate or absurd, but now that 
the rivalry is dead, the " separation, " begun long ago, being now vir- 
tually complete, the field clearly is, as said before, really infinite and 
with respect to its parts incommensurable and the obstinate tests of 
institutionalism and routine have had to give place, so far as finality 
goes, to the test of instrumentalism-or experimentalism ?-and real 
action. In a word, then, the history that brought the development of 
the supposed reigning institution into a recognized and freely used 
instrument, and that at the same time showed life changing from 
relation to supposedly commensurable factors to relation to plainly 
incommensurable factors, only tells us in a new way the story with 
which we are already familiar, namely, the change from uniformity 
to unity, from the structural dualism of special creation to the func- 
tional dualism of creative life, from some actual or given status or 
routine to free action, to action that we saw to be free because the 
unity, maintained, expressed, or constantly realized by it, had con- 
tent of unlimited potentiality, not merely of any given actuality. 
The potentiality, moreover, did not require that future realization 
show literal or formal accord with any present plan; in other 
words, in an important way connecting the earlier story with the 
later, the unity was so free and its contained potentiality was so 
unbound that commensurability was not necessary to the factors of 
the former or the ever realized or realizable expressions of the latter. 

Free unity and action, I think, are very commonly appreciated 
as categories of the present time and that they are our inheritance 
from the past-even to the point of the action being in a genuine 
sense creative action-is also fairly well understood, but that free 
unity, equivalent surely to the only real unity, and real action imply 
incommensurability is not so well appreciated. This indubitable fact, 
then, since it bears directly on the present problem of truth and its 
tests, and particularly on the only instrum4ental value, but still the 
instrumental value of conformity and consistency, is what I would 
here specially emphasize. Even to repeat, no real action can be ade- 
quately appraised under one measure; under one measure it would 
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still be routine; for adequate appraisal there must be at least dual 
measurement. No real unity, free from the incompleteness of some 
set uniformity, can be single-natured; it must be at least dually 
complex. How best to describe the duality-the required minimum 
of complexity-is of course a real question, but this may be said. 
Suppose any two measures or standards, any two institutes, that are 
not commensurable; it is plain-is it not ?-that their difference 
implies for the life which they both serve, first, a statie aspect-are 
they not both set to a certain routine?-and, secondly, a dynamic 
aspect-are they not different parts of the same unity? The static 
and the dynamic, then,-or say, recalling the history, church and 
state, offer one possible description of the duality with which real 
unity must be affected or in terms of which real action must always 
be appraised. In recent times the disposition has been to neglect the 
static and uniform-whether as present fact or as an ideal. Yet real 
unity is not, as many would loosely suppose, aloof from uniformity; 
free action is by no means superior to, or independent of, routine; 
unity can be real only through a multiplicity of different uni- 
formities and action can be free only through a variety of routines. 
Once more, then, real unity and free action imply incommensurability 
and, this being such a hard and forbidding name, no one can object 
if I add that "the incommensurable" is necessarily only a collective 
or unitarian term for that medieval non-conforming trinity, the 
world, the flesh, and the devil. Of course, there must be always 
modern ways of sanctifying the incommensurable, but I am not now 
formulating the proper ritual for a modern church, for the church 
as free instrument instead of set institute. 

And besides emphasizing the fact of unity and action implying 
incommensurability, whether sanctified or unsanctified, I would 
emphasize also another closely related fact, as follows: Free unity 
and real action so truly are our inheritance from uniformity and 
routine in a past life of supposedly commensurable factors that to 
take a flatly negative attitude towards uniformity and commensur- 
ability or towards the tests pertinent thereto, conformity and con- 
sistency, is treachery as disastrous as it is unpardonable. Such 
treachery, obviously, I have had in mind when I have insisted, 
among other things having the same object, that the old tests are 
after all still with us and are with us in a very real form, namely, as 
instruments-artificial instruments, if you please-and, again, that 
recent times have shown a disposition to neglect the static element in 
life or action. The old conditions and the old tests may indeed have 
lost their quondam importance and prestige, but here certainly is no 
warrant for setting up plurality and incommensurability, inconsis- 
tency and non-conformity, as things intrinsically worthy and so to be 
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cultivated for their own sakes. To set them up so is in fact only to 
manifold the old status, no real change other than a merely numerical 
one being accounted for. Yet the change from institutes to instru- 
ments, from the commensurable to the incommensurable, is a real 
change. 

We can see now, as I think, what the test of "going" or "work- 
ing" means or at least what from its relation to history it ought to 
mean. Man has become, thanks to his past, not a mere creature, but 
a freed agent. More than this, he is an agent with instruments 
either actually at hand for his use or potentially at hand for his 
invention. He is, as I have frequently liked to describe him, a 
skilled mechanic6-only this is a term that perhaps even more than 
agent, lacks interest and romance for most people; he is a capable 
user of well-made instruments, tools, methods, symbols; no longer 
a soldier or no longer a creature of some external will or power. 
And, man being this historically, coming up to the present with this 
inheritance, "going " or "working " can mean nothing more and 
nothing less than skilful action, the at once capable and effective 
use of some highly developed instrument. Whatever enables, not 
just action, but action with the mediation of such an instrument, and 
not just mere use of this instrument, but its skilful use, is true. In 
the making and testing of all instruments, however, of all tools, 
methods or symbols, the medieval tests, conformity and consistency, 
still hold, and it would not be very difficult to show that in their new 
role of testing the means or instruments of action they really have 
a larger significance than that which first belonged to them. They 
have lost much, but they have found more: their whole world; their 
own soul. Moreover, although I said I was not at this time under- 
taking to formulate the proper ritual for a modern church, have I 
not, as a matter of fact, quite unwittingly made at least a very good 
beginning in that direction? I think, indeed, that it is a matter of 
history that a good instrument skilfully used will always go a long 
way towards either consecrating or exorcising the incommensurable. 

And just what was the point of so insisting on the use of an in- 
strument being skilful? The point was this. Only skilful use can 
be productive or creative, and, as has been seen, creative action is 
the true action of our modern life. "Going" or "working," in 
other words, properly-that is, if judged by the history that has led 
to it as a test-simply requires discovery, productiveness, creation. 
Ask any good scientist in the laboratory what truth is and, if he fail, 
as he may,7 to tell you in words he will at least show you by his acts 

6Cf. "The Will to Doubt," Ch. IX., The Doubter's World, page 224 sq. 
London, 1907. 

T Or, alas, as he is all too likely to. Science often seems still too institu- 
tional and too structurally dualistic, too medieval or scholastic, too solicitous for 
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that anything is true that enables investigation and discovery. 
Productiveness, in short, as well as the use of an instrument, is re- 
quired by the pragmatic test, when this is estimated historically, and 
with all that has been said I can hardly need to add that discovery or 
production, coming only from the skilful use of some method or 
instrument, always involves the development of new relationships, 
that is, of relationships to what is not formally like or is not com- 
mensurable with what has been. Only so could the test of "going" 
or "working" meet the honest and honorable demands of modern 
life. Modern life is itself the created product of medievalism. 

But this was to be a sociological study and we are now able to 
take up the special sociological bearing of what has been under dis- 
cussion. To go at once to the point, the distinction between the old 
tests and the new, between institute with its routine and instrument 
with its creative action, between commensurability and incom- 
mensurability, between uniformity and unity, is quite parallel to the 
distinction between organized social life as perhaps best exemplified 
in any class and the life of the individual person. Any instrument, 
tool, method, or symbol, any institute which is of course destined to 
become an instrument, always means actually or potentially a social 
class, and within the characteristic life of the class, within the life 
of the class as a class, although obviously this is all very much of an 
abstraction, uniformity and routine are in order and consistency and 
conformity may very properly be exacted of both action and thought. 
Within the class imitation is the characteristic mental process and it 
is quite pertinent to add that for medievalism life was always pri- 
marily a matter of class. With the individual person, however, the 
unit of modern life, the situation is very different. The character- 
istic part of the person is invention, not imitation; creative action, 
not routine. The consistency, then, and conformity, the uniformity 
and routine of the class, are not properly for him, save as they put at 
his disposal a highly developed instrument for use in his self-realiza- 
tion, a means to his having part in the creative life of the world. His 
first loyalty is to the incommensurable; his duty is to the "working" 
imposed by the new test. 

Is it to be wondered that those who have insisted on this test have 
been charged with individualism, subjectivism, even solipsism? Nor 
can it be said that the charge is altogether unjust. Just as there has 
been a disposition, doubtless from the impulsive interest in novelty, 
to forget the institute in the freedom imparted by its having become 
uniformity. Science has been, I think, only the medieval institutionalism greatly 
generalized, much as the mathematics, to which it resorts, has been only a sort of 
generalized, conventionalized, and de-humanized legal order, a formal discipline 
abstracted from the material past. 
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an instrument, so there has been a disposition to forget the class in 
the sense of personal efficiency that effective use of any method or 
instrument, always the milieu of a class, always imparts. Still, what- 
ever lapses of memory have occurred, and however natural the lapses 
were, it remains that historically "going" or "working" means only 
the action that is expressed in the skilful, that is, the creative use of 
a well-made instrument or method, a highly developed institution, 
and, as may now be said, also, only the action of an individual person, 
the medium or instrument of whose activity is an inheritance from 
the formally organized life, the institutional routine, of some larger 
or smaller social group. Interpreted in this way, the test of "work- 
ing" may still involve individualism, but in no such sense as either 
subjectivism or solipsism would carry. There may indeed be a 
certain liberation of the individual from the slavery of the class, 
from the mere routine of the life of a class, but, as he uses the instru- 
ment given to him by that life, he becomes, not less, but more a social 
being than ever, for, leaving the companionship and the loyalty of 
uniformity and routine, he enters into the richer fellowship of unity 
and creative life. 

So do I find the problems of truth a sociological problem, and I 
might very well, perhaps much better, leave the matter right here, 
for the point that I wished really to make-only a timely reminder 
of the past as a proper source of interpretation for a certain modern 
idea with an application to sociology-has now been made and, I 
allow myself to think, does not need further explanation. Among 
the many suggestions, however, that the foregoing discussion has 
started in my own mind, there is one, perhaps the one that would 
least interest anybody else, which I am tempted into heeding and at 
least very briefly developing. It comes, let me confess, from a most 
technical region in philosophy, yet I trust I may give it a more than 
merely technical meaning. Thus, as the ancient Greek Zeno, who 
argued that the flying arrow must rest and that Achilles, however 
swift, could never overtake the tortoise, and the modern-or medi- 
eval.?-German Kant, who formulated certain startling antinomies 
of space and time and of several other fundamental factors of 
experience,-as these two notably among others have been at much 
pains to let us know, in any doctrine of knowledge, and its truth, not 
to mention other doctrines, there is always the peculiar difficulty of 
finiteness and infinity, of finite divisibility and infinite divisibility. 
Space, time, and process, the last whether viewed mechanically as 
motion or dynamically as expressed in a causal series, are all in the 
dilemma of needing to be finite and infinite at once. Zeno's and 
Kant's solutions of the difficulty were what they were, but we must 
not trouble ourselves directly with them-beyond remarking that 
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old notions of things generally are commonly found to be only 
modern ideas under quaint disguises. Thus, to hint at last at what 
Zeno's paradoxes and Kant's antinomies have to do with the modern 
test of truth, and particularly with the sociological application given 
above, who would dream that in the opposition between finite and 
infinite as found in space and time and process there is nothing more 
nor less than the two demands, which we have found to be always 
put upon experience, the social or institutional demand and the per- 
sonal demand, or say the demand of the formal and the demand of 
the vital? Yet the finite is the uniformly measured and measurable; 
the infinite is the informal and immeasurable-including, as should 
be recalled, not merely the contextually or only negatively immeas- 
urable, but also the incommensurable, the formally quite impossible. 
A finite space can be only a space limited by some assumed unit of 
measurement, whether inch or mile; and so a finite time, be the unit 
second or hour, day or year, age or veon; and a finite process, mechan- 
ical or dynamic, is limited not only spatially and temporally, but 
also by some assumed formal plan or programme, as in the noted and 
notable case of special creation; but any assumed and determined, or 
let me say now standardized, unit of measurement, inch or mile, 
second or meon, or any programme of movement or action has all the 
character of an institute or instrument and always means, actually 
or potentially, a social class. So, if I may venture one more inter- 
pretation of a much-interpreted doctrine, Kant's finites, all of them, 
may very well be looked upon as a bureau-of course a bureau 
a priori, but that is only a philosopher's joke-of standards and 
models, which is always so important to organized social life. Besides 
standards and models and finites, however, besides measures and in- 
struments, there is always infinity to be reckoned with, and, accord- 
ingly, to continue the interpretation, the Kantian assertion that all 
the basal and primary forms or conditions of experience are with 
good reason and real cogency infinite as well as finite gets new mean- 
ing and very much enriched meaning from the here suggested asso- 
ciation of the finite and the infinite with the social and the personal, 
the formal and the vital. If the finites suggest a bureau of standards 
and models, the infinites point to the transforming process, the 
creative life which the bureau is always serving. Thus finiteness and 
infinity, uniformity and unity, part and whole, the measurable and 
the immeasurable, the tests of conformity and consistency and the 
test of "working," the formally actual or possible and the formally 
impossible, the formal and the vital, in fine, again, the social and the 
personal or individual, or say even talent and genius, formality and 
informality or originality, instrument and creative use-these show 
the Kantian antinomy in its modern dress or show how a modern idea 
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has remained disguised in the Kantain antinomy. And they show, 
too, that truth, however broadened and deepened, however liberated, 
by the new test, can not dispense with the old tests. It were cer- 
tainly a foolish workman that threw away his measures and tools 
because he so enjoyed the freedom and efficiency which they had 
brought him. It were, again, a dishonest person who, having a good 
time, gave no heed to the bill. 

Now, is that which "goes" or "works" true? Yes; and, adopting 
for the moment the Kantain phraseology, with the same underlying 
meaning, forms that are with equal necessity finite and infinite are 
the indispensable conditions, the conditions a priori, of all true or 
valid knowledge; there can be no truth without both formality and 
originality, without at once the possession of an instrument or method 
and the productive using of it. Truth thus lies in real use; that is, 
in having-from the formed past-and in using actively-for the 
forming future. It is, again, a conscious act in time rather than 
any present idea that is true. A present idea can be said only to 
mediate a true act. Very commonplace? Doubtless. But it ex- 
pounds, or exposes, both the Kantian a priori form and the pragmatic 
test as having a place in history. 

To conclude, in the preceding paragraph I have not been trying 
to raise aloud and anew the cry of "Back to Kant!" nor would I 
allow any one with impunity to dub me a neo-Kantian, but I have 
wanted, I suppose, to bring certain wanderers into some fold or, so 
to speak, to get them back to church, if not for the sermon, at least 
for the service. Historical connection and historical feeling have 
been a need of many recent "isms." 

ALFRED H. LLOYD. 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. 

CAN SCIENCE SPEAK THE DECISIVE WORD IN 
THEOLOGY? 

I N a forceful paper read at the last session of the American Philo- 
sophical Association, Professor Leuba argued that it is a mis- 

taken position to urge) as is so often done, that the fundamental 
teachings of religion are not under the jurisdiction of science, but of 
philosophy only. He denied the right of sanctuary in metaphysics 
for such teachings as that of the existence and nature of God, on the 
ground that, whatever may be the case as to the God of Aristotle, 
Spinoza, etc., the God of the actual religions of the world is, and has 
always been, a concrete existeiiee, and not the Absolute-a personal 
Being who reveals himself in experience. He is to be known, if 
known at all, empirically, either (1) in immediate experience (mystic 
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